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RADIO TERMINILOGY 

CP: (Followed by name of locations) Stands for Control Point.  
 
Deadhead: Movement of a crew from one point to another or to a train by vehicle 
transportation or by train. 
 
"Good Power": This is a term used to describe when a crew is happy with the way the en-
gines on a train are performing. 
 
Head End: The front of the train. 
 
Headroom:   Trains moved from origin yard to the main or a siding between terminals to 
make room in the yard to continue to build a train or trains.  
 
"In the Hole": When a train needs to be cleared off the main track and into a siding for an-
other train, they sometimes refer to this as being "put in the hole". 
 
Light Engines: Name given for movements involving engines only, and no cars. 
 
"Get the lineup": A term used to describe having a set of switches or signals setup to allow 
a train through a certain section of track. 
 
OK: Correct 
 
Out: "This is the end of my transmission to you and no answer is required or ex-
pected." 
 
Over: "This is the end of my transmission to you and a response is necessary. Go 
ahead: transmit." 
 
Power: Another name for engines. 
 
Protect:  A crew protects a train by flagging and locking the track, so they can work the 
cars. 
 
Read Back: Please repeat my entire transmission back to me. 
 
Ready to Copy: Prepare to receive instructions. 
 
“Ready to Roll”:  Engineer reports train is ready to depart current location. 
 
Reverse Movement: A movement that's opposite of the authorized direction. 
 
Saw-By: This is when two trains going opposite directions pass each other on a single track 
mainline, by one train going into a siding. 
 
"Shove": This is the traditional way of saying the engine is pushing the cars. 
 
"That'll do!": This is the traditional railroad way for a crew member to tell the Engineer he 
can stop moving the train. 
 
Tie down: To apply hand brakes to the trainset 
 
Say Again: Repeat message 
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